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1 Lack of information in development of and with
components
1.1 Misperceptions in quality assurance of components
It is often argued that the quality of components will improve under certain
conditions and less quality assurance will be required in the development of
a component-based system to satisfy given quality requirements. The condi-
tions under which the quality of components will improve according to this
argument include [385]:
Frequent reuse. Reuse is generally supposed to have a positive eﬀect on
the quality of the software entity reused. A frequently reused component
is expected to improve in quality, since frequent reuse is expected to reveal
failures and other adverse behavior which possibly would not be revealed
when, instead of being reused, the component would be redeveloped and
tested from scratch.
Competitive markets. Competitive markets are also supposed to con-
tribute to improvements of component quality, since quality is expected
to become a success factor in such markets.
One of the implications of this argument described in the literature is that
quality assurance actions are considered less important in component-based
development than in software development in general. Components are sup-
posed to possess a certain degree of quality obsoleting further quality assur-
ance actions, and component-based systems are expected to inherit the quality
of their individual constituents. However, these arguments do not take into
account the following:
Firstly, the quality of an entity, in this context a component, is deﬁned
according to common deﬁnitions, such as that in [200], with regard to
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stated or implied needs. In this context, these needs are those of a partic-
ular component user. The needs of one component user might contradict
those of another, and might also change after some time. Thus, even if
the quality of a component might be suﬃcient according to the needs of
a particular component user, additional quality assurance action might
nevertheless be necessary prior to its use either by the same component
user due to a change in requirements or by another component user due
to a diﬀerence in the needs.
Secondly, competitive markets do not necessarily relieve the component
user from conducting quality assurance actions. The needs of the com-
ponent users might not be entirely known to the component provider so
that the step taken by the component provider in order to increase qual-
ity might not be successful. Such problems are particularly caused by
a limited exchange of information between the component provider and
component user.
Limited exchange of information between the roles of the component provider
and component user does not only limit the positive eﬀect of competitive
markets on component quality. It also relates several other issues in developing
components and component-based systems and can be considered the primary
factor distinguishing testing components from testing software in general.
1.2 Examples of Information Exchanged
The component provider and component user generally need to exchange
information during the various phases of developing a component and a
component-based system. The development of a component, if the compo-
nent is not component-based and is thus not itself a component-based system,
usually consists of the typical phases of software development. Software de-
velopment usually comprises the phases requirements analysis and deﬁnition,
system and software design, implementation and unit testing, integration and
system testing, and operation and maintenance if it is conducted according
to the waterfall model or a derivative of it [369]. The single phases might be
named diﬀerently depending on the actual software process model; however,
that does not aﬀect the following explanations. During some of the phases,
the component provider needs to exchange information with the component
user. Such phases, for instance, are:
Requirements analysis and deﬁnition. The requirements analysis and def-
inition phase obviously necessitates information concerning the capabili-
ties and conditions the component needs to satisfy according to the com-
ponent user’s expectations.
Operation and maintenance. The operation and maintenance phase ne-
cessitates information enabling the component user to work with the com-
ponent and information required for its maintenance by the component
provider.
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Even though a waterfall model-based software process has been assumed so
far, similar patterns of information exchange can also be identiﬁed for other
software process models and the results obtained also apply to them.
Information ﬂow between component provider and component user does
not occur only during the development of a component. Information often also
needs to be exchanged during the development of a component-based system
using the component. Even though the following explanations assume a con-
crete process model for component-based development, as described in [369],
they are also valid for other process models for component-based develop-
ment, since the phases in which information is exchanged between the two
roles usually also have their counterparts in those models. The process model
for reuse-oriented software development with components includes six phases,
as described in [369]. These phases are requirements speciﬁcation, component
analysis, requirements modiﬁcation, system design with reuse, development
and integration, and system validation. During some of these phases, infor-
mation ﬂow between the component provider and component user can be
observed. Examples of these phases are:
Component analysis. The component analysis phase requires information
supporting identiﬁcation of components available from the various sources,
their analysis with respect to certain criteria, and ﬁnally selection of the
component most suitable for the component-based system to be devel-
oped.
Development and integration. The phase of development and integration
can also require technical information that the component user needs to
obtain from the component provider. Such technical information might
concern the interfaces of the component or the required middleware.
System validation. Information often needs to be exchanged between the
two roles in the system validation phase. Such an exchange of informa-
tion might concern program-based test cases generated by the component
provider or meta-information supporting the component user in testing.
The above list of phases in component-based development that require ex-
change of information between the component provider and component user
is not necessarily comprehensive. Other process models of component-based
development might include other phases that also require information ﬂow be-
tween the two roles. For instance, the process model proposed in [289,290] for
COTS-based software development deﬁnes an activity called write glueware
and interfaces within the coding phase. This activity encompasses the de-
velopment of auxiliary code necessary for integrating the various components,
requiring detailed technical information which the component user might need
from the component provider. However, the aim of the above list is only to
show that interaction between the two roles takes place throughout the life
cycles of components and component-based systems, and the ﬂow of infor-
mation is not merely one way [289, 290]. Furthermore, the various phases
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of component-based development generally also encompass information ex-
change with roles other than the two mentioned above, such as with the end
user of the component-based system. While the previous explanations focused
only on communication between the component provider and component user
and omitted other types of communication, it does not mean that they do not
exist.
1.3 Organization Relation as an Obstacle for Information
Exchange
Various factors impact the exchange of information between the component
provider and the component user. The information requested by one role and
delivered by the other can diﬀer in various ways, if it is delivered at all. It
can diﬀer syntactically insofar that it is, for instance, delivered in the wrong
representation, and it can also diﬀer semantically in that it is, for instance,
not on the abstraction level required. The diﬀerences might be due to various
factors, one of them being the organizational relation between the two roles.
With respect to the organizational relation, a component can be associated
with one of the following categories: independent commercial item, special
version of commercial item, component produced by contract , existing com-
ponent from external sources, and component produced in-house. Information
exchange between the component provider and the component user depends,
among other factors, on the organizational relationship between them.
At one end of the spectrum, the component can be a commercial item. In
this case, the quality of information exchange between component provider
and component user is then often the worst in comparison to the other cases.
There are various reasons for this, such as the fact that the component
provider might not know the component user due to an anonymous market.
In such a case, the component provider can base development of the compo-
nent on assumptions and deliver only that information to the component user
which is supposedly needed. Furthermore, the component might be used by
several component users and the component provider might decide to consider
only the needs of the majority. The speciﬁc needs of a single component user
might then be ignored. Finally, the component provider might not disclose de-
tailed technical information even if needed by the component user to prevent
another component provider from receiving this information. The component
provider might decide to make only that information available which respects
intellectual property and retains a competitive advantage.
At the other end of the spectrum, the component can be produced in-
house. The quality of information exchange between component provider and
component user is then often the best in comparison to the other cases. One
of the reasons for this can be the fact that the component is developed in
the same project in which it is assembled. The exchange of information in
both directions, from the component provider to the component user and
the reverse, can take place without any incompatibility in the requested and
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delivered information. Furthermore, the component provider and component
user are roles, so they can even be played by the same person if the component
is used in the same project in which it is developed. Information exchange
would not even be necessary in that case.
1.4 Problems Due to a Lack of Information
According to [169, 170], quality assurance actions, particularly testing, that
are applied to a component can be viewed from two distinct perspectives:
Component provider perspective and component user perspective. Quality as-
surance of a component usually needs to be conducted by both the compo-
nent provider and the component user. The corresponding tasks, however,
diﬀer insofar as the component provider generally needs to conduct them in-
dependently from the application context, whereas the component user of a
component can concentrate on a certain application context while carrying
out such tasks. The two distinct views on quality assurance of components
underline this diﬀerence.
Context-Dependent Testing of a Component
One type of information required for the development of a component is an
indication of the application context in which it will be used later. Such in-
formation, however, might not be available, so the component provider might
develop the component on the basis of assumptions concerning the applica-
tion context. The component is then explicitly designed and developed for the
needs of the assumed application context, which, however, might not be the
one in which it will actually be used. Even if the component is not tailored
to a certain application context, but constructed for the broader market, the
component provider might assume a certain application context and its de-
velopment might again become context-dependent. A consequence of context-
dependent development of a component can be that testing is also conducted
with context dependency. A component might work well in a certain applica-
tion context while exhibiting failures in another [406,423].
The results of a case study given in [423] show the problem of context-
dependent testing in practice. A component was considered a part of two dif-
ferent component-based systems. The component-based systems mainly pro-
vided the same functionality, but diﬀered in the operations proﬁles associated
with them. The operational proﬁle of a system is a probability distribution
which assigns a probability to each element in the input domain, giving the
likelihood that this element is entered as input during operation, e.g., [131].
A set of test cases was generated for the ﬁrst component-based system with
a 98% conﬁdence interval. The probability that an arbitrary input is tested
was 98%, and both the component-based system as well as the component in
its context were considered to be adequately tested. However, the fact that
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a component is adequately tested in the context of one system does not gen-
erally imply that it is also adequately tested in the context of another. In
the case study, the set of test cases corresponded only to a 24% conﬁdence
interval of the second system’s operation proﬁle, so occurrence of an untested
input during the second system’s operation was much more likely.
Observations such as those made during the case study are captured by
a formal model of test case adequacy given in [350], an extension of that
in [422], encompassing components and component-based systems. The formal
model of test suite adequacy also considers that a component tested with a
certain test suite might be suﬃciently, i.e., adequately, tested in a certain
application context, but not adequately covered by the same test suite in
another application context. In the terminology introduced, the test suite is
C-adequate-on-P1, with C being the test criterion used to measure test suite
adequacy and P1 being the former application context, but not C-adequate-
on-P2, with P2 being the latter application context. An exact deﬁnition of
the formal framework and theoretical investigations on test suite adequacy in
case of components and component-based software can be found in [350].
One of the reasons for context-dependent development of a component
is often the component provider’s lack of information concerning the possi-
ble application contexts in which the component might be used later. Tests
conducted by the component provider might also be context-dependent, so
a change of application context, which might be due to reuse of the compo-
nent, generally requires additional tests in order to give suﬃcient conﬁdence
that instances of the component will behave as intended in the new context.
Additional tests are required despite contrary claims, such as in [385], that
frequently reused components need less testing. Moreover, a component that
is reused in a new application context needs to be tested irrespective of its
source. A component produced in-house does not necessarily need less testing
for reuse than a component that is an independent commercial item [423].
Insuﬃcient Documentation of a Component
Development of a component-based system generally requires detailed docu-
mentation of the components that are to be assembled. Such documentation is
usually delivered together with the respective components, and each of them
needs to include three types of information:
Functionality. The speciﬁcation of the component functionality describes
the functions of that component, i.e., its objectives and characteristic
actions, to support a user in solving a problem or achieving an objective.
Quality. The speciﬁcation of component quality can address, for instance,
the quality assurance actions applied, particularly testing techniques, and
the metrics used to measure quality characteristics and their values.
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Technical requirements. The speciﬁcation of the technical requirements of
a component needs to address issues such as the resources required, the
architectural style assumed, and the middleware used.
Documentation delivered together with a component and supposed to include
the above speciﬁcations might, however, be insuﬃcient for development of a
component-based system. The various types of information provided by the
documentation can deviate from those expected both syntactically and se-
mantically, and may even be incomplete. This problem can be viewed from
two diﬀerent perspectives. On the one hand, it can be considered a problem
due to lack of information. The component provider might be lacking informa-
tion and might therefore not provide the information that is actually needed
by the component user in the form of documentation. On the other hand, it
can be considered a reiﬁcation of a lack of information. Instead of assuming
that the component provider is lacking information while developing the com-
ponent and assembling its documentation, the component user is assumed to
be lacking information while developing a component-based system using the
component. According to the latter perspective, insuﬃcient documentation is
not the eﬀect of a lack of information but its reiﬁcation. However, the subtle
diﬀerences of these perspectives are not further explored here.
A case study found in [139] reports several problems encountered dur-
ing the integration of four components into a component-based system. The
problems encountered are assumed to be caused by assumptions made during
the development of the individual components. The assumptions, even those
concerning the same technical aspects of the components and the component-
based system, were incompatible with each other, which was the reason for
what the authors call an architectural mismatch. As one of the solutions to
tackle the architectural mismatch problem, the authors propose to make ar-
chitectural assumptions explicit. These assumptions need to be documented
using the appropriate terminology and structuring techniques. Another solu-
tion to problems such as those in the case study is proposed in [371]. Here, the
author suggests prototyping during component-based development in order to
detect potential problems.
In [289, 290], the authors propose a process model for COTS-based de-
velopment that includes a speciﬁc activity to tackle problems due to insuﬃ-
cient documentation. The process model encompasses an activity called COTS
components familiarization, in which components selected earlier are used to
gain a better understanding of their functionality, quality, and architectural
assumptions. The importance of such an activity obviously depends on the
quality of the component documentation already available.
Both prototyping and familiarization require that the component under
consideration is executed, which is also the main intrinsic property of testing.
In fact, both can be considered testing if the term testing is deﬁned more gen-
erally. The objectives of both are not necessarily related to quality assurance,
but aim to obtain information which is not delivered as part of the documen-
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tation. Furthermore, components delivered with insuﬃcient documentation
might also require testing in its original sense, particularly if the documen-
tation does not include information concerning the quality assurance actions
taken.
Component User’s Dependence on the Component Provider
Context-dependent development and insuﬃcient documentation of a compo-
nent are two problems resulting from a lack of information that often obligate
the component user to test a component before its use and the system in
which the component is embedded. The component user can encounter other
problems after tests are ﬁnished, particularly if the tests revealed failures.
The problem which the component user can encounter is dependence on the
component provider. A fault often cannot be removed by the component user,
since the component user might not have the software artifacts required for
isolating and removing the fault. Such artifacts include documentation, test
plans, and source code of the component. Even if the required artifacts are
available to the component user, debugging might be diﬃcult or even impos-
sible due to lack of expertise. Lack of expertise and insight of the component
user might entail signiﬁcant debugging costs, which can oﬀset the beneﬁts
gained by using the component. Thus, the component user often has to rely
on the component provider for maintenance and support, which the compo-
nent user might not be able to inﬂuence. This can obviously entail risks in the
life cycle of the developed component-based system.
The problem of dependence on the component provider can be aggravated
if the component is not maintained as demanded by the component user, or
if the component provider decides to discontinue support and maintenance
or goes bankrupt [406, 423]. The possible ﬁnancial eﬀects of such an event is
shown in [406] using a simple example. It was suggested that escrow agree-
ments and protective licensing options be considered for the relevant artifacts
of a component in order to avoid these problems. Even if the component
provider accepts such an agreement, missing expertise can still hinder the
component user from carrying out the corresponding tasks.
Diﬃculties faced by the component user because of a dependence on the
component provider are not necessarily restricted to maintenance and support.
Generally, several of the decisions taken by the component provider during the
life cycle of the component also impact its use as part of a component-based
system. Other problems which can occur due to dependence on the component
provider can be [289,290,406]:
• Deadlines might be missed because of delays in the release of a component
version,
• functionality promised might never be implemented in the component,
• modiﬁcations might have adverse eﬀects, such as incompatibilities or even
faults,
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• some functionality of the component might be altered inconsistently,
• documentation might be incomplete or might not suﬃciently cover modi-
ﬁcations,
• technical support might not be suﬃcient.
As with context-dependent component development, the problem of compo-
nent user dependence on the provider varies with the quality of information
exchanged. The more the information about the component available to its
user, the less dependent the user on the provider, as some maintenance and
support tasks can be carried out by the user. Speciﬁcally, dependence on the
component provider aﬀects reputation of the component user. In the case of
a problem, the component user’s reputation will suﬀer even if the problem is
caused by a component for which not the component user, but the provider,
is responsible [423].
2 Issues in Testing Components and Component-based
Systems
2.1 Objective of Testing
The intrinsic property of testing is execution of the software under test. The
basic procedure of testing is to execute the software to be validated and to
compare the behavior and output observed with that expected according to
the speciﬁcation. Although the basic procedure is clear, a common deﬁnition
of the term testing does not exist. Several deﬁnitions can be found in the
literature, all emphasizing diﬀerent aspects. The deﬁnition assumed in the
following is the one according to [194]:
Deﬁnition 3. [Testing is] The process of operating a system or component
under speciﬁed conditions, observing or recording the results, and making an
evaluation of some aspect of the system or component.
Testing for Quality Assurance
Even though Def. 3 does not explicitly state its objective, testing is an action
of quality assurance. A deﬁnition of the general term quality can be found,
for instance, in [200]:
Deﬁnition 4. [Quality is] The totality of characteristics of an entity that bear
on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs.
In our case, the entity referred to in the above deﬁnition is software, a com-
ponent, or a component-based system, together with its documentation and
data. The characteristics determining quality of software products are further
reﬁned in [208]. The quality model described is not restricted to a speciﬁc
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Fig. 5. A two-part quality model for software
type of software. It applies rather to software in general, to components, and
to component-based systems. The general software quality model is deﬁned
according to [208] a model consisting of two parts, also shown in Fig. 5:
Internal and external quality. Internal and external quality consider soft-
ware quality from the perspective of the developer. Internal quality con-
sists of characteristics which can be observed in an internal view of the
software and can thus be measured by static properties of the code, such
as path length. In contrast with internal quality, external quality consists
of characteristics which are observable in an external view of the software
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and can be measured by dynamic properties, such as response time, during
runtime of the software.
Quality in use. Quality in use considers software quality from the per-
spective of the user. Quality in use consists of characteristics, such as
productivity, describing the extent to which software supports users in
achieving their goals in a certain application context. Quality in use thus
assumes an external view of software.
Speciﬁcation and evaluation of software quality, for instance by testing, re-
quire that the various characteristics deﬁning the internal and external quality
and quality in use be measurable. To allow measurability, a characteristic is
either further decomposed into attributes, which are measurable using met-
rics, or its measure is induced based on the measures of other characteristics.
In the latter case, a characteristic used to induce the measure of another is
called indicator . A detailed explanation of the various characteristics consti-
tuting software quality, together with the corresponding metrics, can be found
in [208]. A software quality evaluation process based on the quality model de-
scribed is given in [202–207]. A COTS components-speciﬁc quality model can
be found in [26].
An example of a quality assurance action is that of testing. The assessment
by testing typically includes executing the software, observing and measuring
a characteristic or subcharacteristic using speciﬁc metrics, and comparing the
observed values with those expected. Testing, however, can assess only some
of the quality characteristics of the quality model introduced, mainly due
to the fact that the others cannot be measured by executing the software
considered. The characteristics of the quality in use model part can generally
not be measured by testing, as these characteristics are subjective and depend
on the application context. Similarly, the characteristics of maintainability
and portability, both aﬀecting internal and external quality, can generally
also not be validated by testing, since, for instance, maintainability depends
particularly on the availability of design documents which obviously cannot
be assessed by an execution of the corresponding software [346]. However,
eﬃciency of software, according to [346], can be validated by testing only
if corresponding targets are speciﬁed. Similarly, usability of software can be
tested only if corresponding targets are given, such as ergonomic guidelines.
Functionality and reliability, however, can be validated thoroughly by testing,
as explained brieﬂy as follows [346]:
Functionality. The quality characteristic of functionality is further decom-
posed into the subcharacteristics of suitability, accuracy, interoperability,
security, and functionality compliance, as shown in Fig. 5. Each of these
subcharacteristics can be assessed by testing. For instance, suitability of
software can generally be shown in the context of system testing, accu-
racy by determining deviations between observed and expected results,
and interoperability in the context of integration testing.
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Reliability. The quality characteristic of reliability is also further decom-
posed into subcharacteristics, as indicated in Fig. 5. These characteristics
maturity, fault tolerance, recoverability, and reliability compliance can
also be assessed by testing. For instance, maturity can be tested or mea-
sured by counting the number of failures within a certain time period,
fault tolerance by observing the behavior in the case of failures, recov-
erability by measuring the eﬀort required to recover after failures. In all
of these cases, the failures which might occur and the behavior which is
expected in the case of a failure need to be speciﬁed beforehand.
Testing for COTS Components Evaluation
In component-based development, testing can also have an objective other
than that of quality assurance. It can aim at reducing the risks inherent in
software development, which can originate from inaccurate or incomplete in-
formation concerning the individual components used. Even if reuse as one of
the strategies of software development in the large, supported by component-
based development, has the potential of decreasing risks inherent in software
development, the use of components might introduce new risks. The process
of risk management in software development encompasses several stages ac-
cording to [369]:
Risk identiﬁcation. The stage of risk identiﬁcation includes listing the pos-
sible risks aﬀecting the project, product, and business.
Risk analysis. The stage of risk analysis encompasses assessment of the
likelihood and consequences of the risks identiﬁed.
Risk planning. The stage of risk planning involves identifying the means
by which the risks identiﬁed can be tackled.
Risk monitoring. The stage of risk monitoring consists of assessing the
risks and revising plans for risk mitigation as more information becomes
available.
One of the diﬃculties the component user needs to tackle when using com-
ponents is lack of information. The information which the component user
needs in the risk identiﬁcation and risk analysis stages of risk management
can be inaccurate or incomplete. The component user might therefore not be
able to appropriately carry out the successor stages. To avoid this problem,
the component to be used can be evaluated by building a prototype system,
as in explorative prototyping [129]. The evaluation of a component mainly
aims to gain information not delivered together with the component by the
component provider and to conﬁrm the validity of the available information.
Other reasons can be [90,295] to
• identify undocumented features, e.g., hidden interfaces,
• conﬁrm or deny the published information and speciﬁcations,
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• determine how well a component ﬁts within the system environment,
• determine possibility to mask out unwanted features and faults, e.g., with
wrappers,
• ensure that unwanted features and faults do not interfere with the system’s
operations.
According to [61], the testing techniques often used for the purpose of eval-
uation are binary reverse engineering and interface probing. The former is a
technique enabling the component user to derive the design structure of a com-
ponent from its binary code, i.e., the component as delivered, without source
code. The latter allows the component user to gain insight into functionality
and limitations of a component which might not be explicitly documented.
2.2 Test Case Generation
Test case generation in the context of testing a component or a component-
based system generally needs to follow the same principles as test case gen-
eration in general. One of them is to avoid input inconsistencies. A principle
of test case generation is that test cases have to comprise information that
avoids input inconsistencies, which means that tests carried out using the
same test case must always result in the same output and behavior to ensure
reproduceability. However, the information that needs to be included in a test
case might be diﬃcult to determine, particularly in the context of testing
components, due to various reasons.
Firstly, the relation between input and output might not be explicit. A
method of a component might compute its output using not only its argu-
ments, but also other data, something which might not be known to the
component user. The component user can suﬀer from a lack of informa-
tion insofar that speciﬁcation might be incomplete and source code not
available, so the component user might not be able to determine exactly
the information which must be part of the test cases.
Secondly, the behavior of a component instance and its computation of
output can also depend on factors that are external to the component.
For example, behavior of a component instance is often aﬀected by the
component framework in which it is embedded. The component user might
not know how the component framework can impact component instance
behavior, and might not be able to identify the information required to
control it.
Test case generation has to be conducted, except possibly in the case of very
simple software, with regard to an adequacy criterion, which can be considered
another principle. An adequacy criterion gives for a set of test cases the degree
of adequacy of that test case set, depending on the software under test and its
speciﬁcation [440]. A set of test cases can be considered to be adequate, and
testing on the basis of this test case set to be suﬃcient, if the adequacy of the
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test case set exceeds a predeﬁned value. However, some problems related to
adequacy criteria can be encountered in test case generation for components
and component-based systems that hinder their application.
Firstly, one of the classiﬁcations of adequacy criteria provided distin-
guishes them with regard to the source of the information used to measure
adequacy. The component user does not generally have full access to all
types of information regarding a component. As a speciﬁc example, source
code is often not available, and program-based adequacy criteria, which
require such type of information, can generally not be computed. The
problems due to a lack of information are not necessarily restricted to this
category of adequacy criteria. The component user might encounter prob-
lems when trying to compute speciﬁcation- or interface-based adequacy
criteria if the respective information, such as unspeciﬁed functionality, is
incomplete or even wrong or inaccurate, such as an operational proﬁle
assigning wrong probabilities to certain inputs.
Secondly, even with full access to the necessary information, the com-
ponent user can still encounter problems in computing adequacy criteria
due to their limited scalability, particularly when testing component-based
systems [142]. Even if the testing of a component can in certain circum-
stances be considered as unit testing, adequacy criteria generally used
in unit testing can only be employed to a limited extent. The adequacy
criteria often used in unit testing, such as program-based and structural
adequacy criteria, suﬀer from a lack of scalability. Such adequacy criteria
can necessitate a large number of test cases for adequate testing, partic-
ularly if the methods of a component interact with each other and share
global variables in the context of a component-based system.
2.3 Test Execution and Evaluation
Test execution, which is often also called testing in the narrow sense, and
test evaluation are in principle conducted in the same way as for software in
general. However, when testing components and systems consisting of com-
ponents, diﬃculties can be encountered which do not exist in such a form
when testing software in general. Such a diﬃculty is caused by the fact that
some factors aﬀecting a component’s behavior might not be controllable by
the tester. In this context, controllability of a factor refers to the tester’s abil-
ity to set it to a speciﬁc value or ensuring that it satisﬁes a speciﬁc condition.
Speciﬁcally, component-external factors, such as databases in distributed en-
vironments, might not be controllable by the tester due to access permissions,
for instance.
As with testing of software in general, the output and behavior of a com-
ponent instance or a system need to be observed and recorded together with
all other relevant data describing the eﬀects of the test execution. Gener-
ally, one possible way of obtaining the output and behavior is in the form
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of a trace. A trace is a record of the execution showing the sequence of in-
structions executed, the names and values of variables, or both [194]. The
execution of a component can be observed and traces can be built using three
basic approaches [136–138]:
Framework-based tracing. The capability necessary for producing traces
can be added to a component by integrating it with a framework which
implements the corresponding functionality. The integration of a compo-
nent with a framework can obviously be conducted only by its developer,
i.e., the component provider, since source code access is mandatory for
such a task.
Automatic code insertion. The above integration of the component with
the framework providing the necessary functionality can be automated by
using automatic code insertion techniques. Such techniques can generally
be used to automatically extend the source code of the component with
arbitrary statements to support trace generation. Obviously, this approach
can also only be conducted by the component provider due to the necessity
of source code.
Automatic component wrapping. The externally visible eﬀects of an exe-
cution can also be observed by embedding the component into a wrapper
which is capable of producing the desired traces. Externally visible eﬀects
are, for instance, the returned output and the interactions with other com-
ponents. This approach considers the component as a black-box insofar
that information concerning internals of the component are not required.
Thus, this approach to generating traces can also be conducted by the
component user.
A comparison of the three approaches to generating traces can be found
in [136–138]. Generally, the component user has very limited possibilities of
observing the execution of the tests if appropriate provisions were not taken by
the component provider, since several of the approaches to producing traces
require source code access. Even if the components used in the context of
a system provide capabilities to generate traces, the traces generated might
be incompatible with each other syntactically and semantically, and missing
conﬁguration possibilities can hinder the removal of such incompatibilities.
The testing of software in general and of components and component-
based systems in particular is usually continued after test execution, with an
evaluation of the observations. For each test conducted, the observed output
is validated by means of a test oracle. The problems which need to be tackled
in this context for software in general, i.e., the oracle problem, may also be
encountered when evaluating the observation of component tests. Another
problem in the evaluation of component test observations can be that of fault
propagation [288]. Faulty software does not necessarily exhibit a failure even
if a faulty section is executed. A failure becomes visible, i.e., is identiﬁed by a
test oracle based on the observations, only if a faulty section is executed, some
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variables are assigned wrong values (known as infection), and wrong values
are propagated to an output. This problem can in principle also occur when
testing software in general, but the problem that a fault is not propagated
to an output can be harder to identify when testing components. The reason
is that factors which hinder fault propagation might not be known to the
component user due to missing insight and a lack of relevant information,
such as source code.
